President Lewis
Given Reception
Speaks at Banquet in
Center of Student Body
Permission led up and down State House by Student Band—Art.
Faire Sponsored by Council.
Mat the ringing of bells and the hammer of cannon, President Lewis was
summoned to his car and in the keen frost of the season, took a short drive to
meet the students body and had invited to give him an informal
notice. The students met in front of the Commons at 7:45, and led by the Uni­
versity band proceeded up the Main street, ending in a halt in front of the
president’s house. The presence was overwhelming, indicating an interest
beyond even that of last year, which was shown by a large degree of
cheering and applause. The president had just about reached the
foot of the steps when the cannon salute was given, and the students
began to sing.
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NEW POINT SYSTEM ADOPTED
BY STUDENT COUNCIL BOARD

Campus Activities Separated Into Major and Minor
Groupings—Leniency Allowed Under Changed
Rules

Major Positions Subdivided Into Three Groups—All Offices Under Groups.
A May Participates in One Variety Sport—Fall Football.
Minor Positions May be Held by One Student.

County Agents
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Director Kendall Opens Conference With Address
Mr. Hochbaum Presents Plan for Advertising—The Black of Harvard,
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FARRELL AMONG SPEAKERS
AT MANCHESTER SPORTS

Ice Farrell, former football capi­
tain, spoke last evening at a
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BELATED WELCOME

Last spring when the Board of Trustees was called together to meet at the University, we were asked to "attend in person, and to be present at the time specified and to lend the University as much aid in the way of time and help as you can, without any expense to yourselves." We have been a little late in our response to the request of the Trustees, and it is not in the least because of our indifference to the matter, for we appreciate the work and the need of the University and we like and respect its traditions, and believe that in our power to support its policy and purpose by our financial support.

FOOTBALL LETTER AWARDS

In regard to the recent decisions of the Executive Committee of the Alumni to present only two letters to each member of the football team of the University, we are honestly in accord with the views expressed by the Student Council and published in this number. We feel that the best interests of the team, of the University, and of the community are all served by a fair and equal distribution of the honors and prizes.

NEW POINT SYSTEM ADOPTED

For the past few years, the Board of Trustees of the University has been considering the need for a new point system for the girls' Intramural Basketball games. A committee was appointed last spring to study the matter and to make a report to the Executive Committee.

The committee consisted of Dean Altschul, Dean Margaret MacDonald, and Miss Frances S. Brown. The committee held several meetings and finally recommended the adoption of the following new point system:

1. The girls' Intramural Basketball games will be divided into two leagues, one for Juniors and one for Seniors.
2. Each team will consist of five players.
3. The game will be played on a regulation court.
4. The game will be divided into four quarters, each quarter lasting 10 minutes.
5. The team scoring the most points at the end of the fourth quarter will be declared the winner.

The new point system will go into effect immediately. We are confident that it will prove to be a fair and equitable system for rating the teams and that it will promote greater interest in the games.

PROF. W. R. CATLIN OF BOWDIN TALKS HERE

Professor Warner R. Catlin of Bowdoin College paid a recent visit to the University. He talked on "The New England Universities," and his talk was very well received by the students. Professor Catlin is a well-known scholar and his talk was grateful to the ears of those who are interested in the history of education.

The New Hampshire, December 8, 1927.
Alumni News

Alumni Office—Last week we said something regarding Alumni sentiment of policies, when the Alumni felt that such policies were worth while. We have the assurance of some of our older members and projects not worked upon the time and means spent on them, it was up to the Alumni to exercise their privileges of cooperation and solicitations.

Thus is the first year that the University has published the Alumni Newsletter. Resuming its work has been done as part of the work of the President’s Office. In the interval, progress has been made, and the increase of duties of the Executive Secretary, the Treasurer, assisted by the Alumni Secretary, will handle the news in a more orderly way.

The Alumni Secretary cares for the news handling of the institution together with the Alumni work. We think that we have improved and increased the amount of space that we have, and we are not satisfied. You Alumni readers have a large part to do in Alumni work. How? Well, here is a few suggestions:

1. The various papers should be told that they have students who want to hear from them. Alumni send appropriate suggestions are always asked when their readers want to find their columns. If you would like to have more news in your newspaper, drop the Managing Editor a line telling him your wish. If you send the Alumni Secretary your number of your Alma Mater, he will send you annual reports, which you will find interesting. In addition, we will give you all the news that we have, but we want you to tell all that we need them to find out.

2. Write to the Alumni Secretary, A. R. Whipple, 324 Central Ave., Tufts University, Tufts University, when you have suggestions. Are you satisfied, or would you like to read more New Hampshire news?

3. The marriage of Frank Walker and Mrs. Mary Forbes of Manchester, N. H., will be announced. Mrs. Walker is a graduate ofTufts University, and Mrs. Walker is a graduate ofTufts University. They are both graduates ofTufts University.

4. The meeting of the Alumni ofTufts University, held at the University Club, Boston, Mass., on November 14, at University, New Hampshire, was attended by a large number of alumni and friends. The meeting was well attended, and the alumni were cordially welcomed by the officers of the Alumni Association.

5. The Philadelphia Alumni Club will meet at the University Club, Buffalo, N. Y., on November 21, at 7:30 p.m. The meeting will be preceded by a dinner at 6:30 p.m.

When You Think Of
Clothing and Furnishings
COME TO DOVER AND TRY
HANSON’S
Headquarters for Sport and Dress Wear

NORTHLAND SKIS

If Christmas finds you lacking in gift ideas—how about a pair of Northlands for your outdoor-loving friend? Few gifts will give so much pleasure—none can give more satisfaction. The famed ski of experts and champions—better than the skis of every comparison. Looks for the dashing appearance. Send for free booklet, "How to Ski!"

On the high seas of industry

NORIEMEN of old named the terrors and hazzards of the strange worlds they saw. But today Bell telephone men are discovering worlds of a glimpse of which would make the Viking gape with wonder. Whether exploring the realm of submarine cables or the sub-microscopic world of electrons or the unsolved equations of efficient management and broader service, telephone men are seeking and finding intellectual adventure.

To men of this type it is reassuring to know that the telephone industry, in spite of the mounting progress it has made in a few short years, is yet far from its ultimate development.

BELL SYSTEM

OF state-wide scope of 500,000,000 conversations each day.
The Homestead Steel Mills

Where do you college men go to in a large industrial organization? Have they opportunity to exercise creative talent? Is individual work recognized?

Stand on the hill-top near Homestead, Pennsylvania, and look out over the Carnegie Steel Company's vast works. Your eye falls on a huge new building, covering 30 acres. It is the structural steel department, and here electricity performs every mechanical operation in steel rolling from the soaking pits on through to the shipping department. This Homestead electrification, predominantly Westinghouse, is one of the most notable in history—notable because of the number and size of the motors employed and notable because of new features of automatic control introduced for the first time.

This is a type of engineering that only an organization of the size and resources of Westinghouse can undertake. Achieving the tremendous, the never-before-undertaken, is not rare here. Hence young men of capacity, of enterprise, of genius, are offered much to do, and much to think of in their imaginations and abilities.

In one unit of the Homestead Mill is a reversing motor rated at 8,200 h.p., and 40 c.p.m. (pictured above), the largest single-structure motor ever built. This motor and all the mill's auxiliaries are controlled by two men. They maneuver steel loads as heavy as 30,000 lbs. There is a total of 336 motors in the new mill, of which about 270,000 h.p. are main roll drive motors and 30,935 h.p. are auxiliaries.